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Standing Requirements

Program Mission Statement

The Bachelor of Science in Business Administration Program in the Department of Business at ERAU-

Prescott is committed to prepare the next generation of global business leaders with a value-driven, globally

aware academic foundation, comprised of strong technical, human relations and conceptual skills needed for

success in business. The program provides a superior level of teaching and mentoring, leading to graduates

capable of examining, evaluating and appreciating the economic, political, cultural, moral and technological

aspects of humankind and society. We promote diversity, integrity, teamwork, interdisciplinary

collaboration, and the lifelong pursuit of knowledge. We encourage research in conjunction with partners in

academia, industry, and government, and the production of meaningful scholarship. We continually seek

new opportunities to better serve our students, our university, our community, and global business in

mutually beneficial ways.
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ERAU University Mission Statement 

Our mission is to teach the science, practice and business of aviation and 
aerospace, preparing students for productive careers1 and leadership roles in 
service around the world.2 
 
Our technologically enriched, student-centered environment3 emphasizes 
learning through collaboration and teamwork,4 concern for ethical and 
responsible behavior,5 cultivation of analytical6 and management abilities,7 
and a focus on the development of the professional skills needed for 
participation in a global community.8 We believe a vibrant future for aviation 
and aerospace rests in the success of our students. Toward this end, Embry-
Riddle is committed to providing a climate that facilitates the highest 
standards of academic achievement9 and knowledge discovery,10 in an 
interpersonal environment that supports the unique needs of each 
individual.11 Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University is the world's leader in 
aviation and aerospace education. The University is an independent, non-
profit, culturally diverse institution providing quality education and research 
in aviation, aerospace, engineering and related fields leading to associate’s, 
baccalaureate’s, master’s and doctoral degrees. 

Program Alignment to University Mission 
 

Select all that apply. 

 1Preparing students for productive careers 
 2Preparing students for leadership roles in service around the world 
 3Technologically enriched environment 
 4Emphasize learning through collaboration and teamwork 
 5Concern for ethical and responsible behavior 
 6Cultivate analytical abilities 
 7Cultivate management abilities 
 8Develop the professional skills needed for participation in a global community 
 9Facilitating the highest standards of academic achievement 
 10Facilitating knowledge discovery 
 11Providing an interpersonal environment that supports the unique needs of each 

individual 
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Standing Requirements

Program Outcomes

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set (Copy 1)

General Education Competencies

Competency Mapping

Critical Thinking (DB, PC, WW)
The student will apply knowledge at the
synthesis level to define and solve problems
within professional and personal
environments.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Critical Thinking (DB, PC, WW)

Quantitative Reasoning (DB, PC, WW)
The student will demonstrate the use of
digitally-enabled technology (including
concepts, techniques and tools of
computing), mathematics proficiency &
analysis techniques to interpret data for the
purpose of drawing valid conclusions and
solving associated problems.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Quantitative Reasoning (DB, PC, WW)

Information Literacy (DB, PC, WW)
The student will conduct meaningful
research, including gathering information
from primary and secondary sources and
incorporating and documenting source
material in his or her writing.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Information Literacy (DB, PC, WW)

Communication (DB, PC, WW)
The student will communicate concepts in
written, digital and oral forms to present
technical and non-technical information.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Communication (DB, PC, WW)

Scientific Literacy (DB, PC, WW)
The student will be able to analyze scientific
evidence as it relates to the physical world
and its interrelationship with human values
and interests.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Scientific Literacy (DB, PC, WW)

Cultural Literacy (DB, PC, WW) Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
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The student will be able to analyze historical
events, cultural artifacts, and philosophical
concepts.

Cultural Literacy (DB, PC, WW)

Lifelong Personal Growth (WW Only)
The student will be able to demonstrate the
skills needed to enrich the quality of life
through activities which enhance and
promote lifetime learning.

Embry-Riddle General Education Competency Set:
Lifelong Personal Growth (WW Only)

PC_BS Business Administration Outcome Set

Outcome

Outcome Mapping

PC_BSBA_PO_01 Business Competencies
Demonstrate knowledge (and ability to apply
that knowledge analytically) in the following
business specialization areas: accounting,
economics, management, finance,
quantitative business analysis, information
systems, finance, marketing; legal and social
environment; and international issues.

No Mapping

PC_BSBA_PO_02 Ethical Reasoning
Apply business ethics principles and
reasoning within a business environment.

No Mapping

PC_BSBA_PO_03 Research and Civic
Engagement
Conduct research, apply research analysis to
solve business problems, and communicate
the results effectively, for key stakeholders
(clients and employers).

No Mapping

PC_BSBA_PO_04 Critical Thinking
Demonstrate critical thinking skills by
weighing key assumptions, conducting
quantitative and qualitative analysis, and
defending reasoned solutions.

No Mapping

PC_BSBA_PO_05 Effective Communication No Mapping
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Create a well-written plan on a business
topic and deliver a professional
presentation.

PC_BSBA_PO_06 Management
Concentration Competency
Demonstrate above-average subject matter
expertise in the management concentration
competency area.

No Mapping

PC_BSBA_PO_07 Finance Concentration
Competency
Demonstrate above-average subject matter
expertise in the finance concentration
competency area.

No Mapping

PC_BSBA_PO_08 Accounting Concentration
Competency
Demonstrate above-average subject matter
expertise in the accounting concentration
competency area

No Mapping

Last Modified: 10/20/2017 10:27:29 AM
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PC_BSBA_PO_01 Business
Competencies

Demonstrate knowledge (and
ability to apply that

knowledge analytically) in the
following business

specialization areas:
accounting, economics,
management, finance,

quantitative business analysis,
information systems, finance,

marketing; legal and social
environment; and

international issues.

PC_BSBA_PO_02 Ethical
Reasoning

Apply business ethics
principles and reasoning

within a business
environment.

PC_BSBA_PO_03
Research and Civic

Engagement
Conduct research, apply
research analysis to solve
business problems, and

communicate the results
effectively, for key

stakeholders (clients and
employers).

PC_BSBA_PO_04 Critical
Thinking

Demonstrate critical thinking
skills by weighing key

assumptions, conducting
quantitative and qualitative

analysis, and defending
reasoned solutions.

PC_BSBA_PO_05
Effective Communication
Create a well-written plan on
a business topic and deliver a

professional presentation.

PC_BSBA_PO_06
Management
Concentration
Competency

Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in the

management concentration
competency area.

PC_BSBA_PO_07 Finance
Concentration
Competency

Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in
the finance concentration

competency area.

PC_BSBA_PO_08
Accounting Concentration

Competency
Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in

the accounting concentration
competency area.

Courses and Learning Activities

Courses and Activities Mapped to PC_BS Business Administration Outcome Set

BA 102
Intro to Aviation, Aerospace and Global

Business

BA 201
Principles of Management

BA 210
Financial Accounting

BA 222
Advanced Computer Based Systems

BA 311
Marketing

BA 319
Managerial & Organizational Behavior

BA 320
Business Information Systems

BA 325
Social Responsibility & Ethics in Management

BA 328
Professional Consulting

BA 329
Forensic Accounting & Fraud Examination

BA 332
Corporate Finance I

BA 333
Personal Financial Planning

BA 334
Aviation Labor Relations

BA 334
Investment Analysis

BA 335
International Business

BA 340
International Accounting

BA 342
International Finance

BA 351
Auditing

BA 352
Business Quantitative Methods

BA 390
Business Law

BA 401
Accounting Information Systems
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PC_BSBA_PO_01 Business
Competencies

Demonstrate knowledge (and
ability to apply that

knowledge analytically) in the
following business

specialization areas:
accounting, economics,
management, finance,

quantitative business analysis,
information systems, finance,

marketing; legal and social
environment; and

international issues.

PC_BSBA_PO_02 Ethical
Reasoning

Apply business ethics
principles and reasoning

within a business
environment.

PC_BSBA_PO_03
Research and Civic

Engagement
Conduct research, apply
research analysis to solve
business problems, and

communicate the results
effectively, for key

stakeholders (clients and
employers).

PC_BSBA_PO_04 Critical
Thinking

Demonstrate critical thinking
skills by weighing key

assumptions, conducting
quantitative and qualitative

analysis, and defending
reasoned solutions.

PC_BSBA_PO_05
Effective Communication
Create a well-written plan on
a business topic and deliver a

professional presentation.

PC_BSBA_PO_06
Management
Concentration
Competency

Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in the

management concentration
competency area.

PC_BSBA_PO_07 Finance
Concentration
Competency

Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in
the finance concentration

competency area.

PC_BSBA_PO_08
Accounting Concentration

Competency
Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in

the accounting concentration
competency area.

Introduced Practiced Mastered

Last Modified: 09/28/2018 12:46:38 PM

BA 420
Management of Production & Operations

BA 434
Corporate Finance II

BA 437
Strategic Management

BA 439
Federal Taxation

EC 210
Microeconomics

EC 211
Macroeconomics

EC 315
Managerial Economics
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PC_BSBA_PO_01 Business
Competencies

Demonstrate knowledge (and
ability to apply that

knowledge analytically) in the
following business

specialization areas:
accounting, economics,
management, finance,

quantitative business analysis,
information systems, finance,

marketing; legal and social
environment; and

international issues.

PC_BSBA_PO_02 Ethical
Reasoning

Apply business ethics
principles and reasoning

within a business
environment.

PC_BSBA_PO_03
Research and Civic

Engagement
Conduct research, apply
research analysis to solve
business problems, and

communicate the results
effectively, for key

stakeholders (clients and
employers).

PC_BSBA_PO_04 Critical
Thinking

Demonstrate critical thinking
skills by weighing key

assumptions, conducting
quantitative and qualitative

analysis, and defending
reasoned solutions.

PC_BSBA_PO_05
Effective Communication
Create a well-written plan on
a business topic and deliver a

professional presentation.

PC_BSBA_PO_06
Management
Concentration
Competency

Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in the

management concentration
competency area.

PC_BSBA_PO_07 Finance
Concentration
Competency

Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in
the finance concentration

competency area.

PC_BSBA_PO_08
Accounting Concentration

Competency
Demonstrate above-average
subject matter expertise in

the accounting concentration
competency area

Courses and Learning Activities

= Aligned

Last Modified: 09/28/2018 08:40:46 AM

Courses and Activities Mapped to PC_BS Business Administration Outcome Set

2016-2017
Assessment Cycle

2017-2018
Assessment Cycle

2018-2019
Assessment Cycle

2019-2020
Assessment Cycle

2020-2021
Assessment Cycle
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2017-2018 Assessment Cycle

Assessment Plan

Measures

 PC_BS Business Administration Outcome Set

Outcome

Outcome: PC_BSBA_PO_01 Business Competencies
Demonstrate knowledge (and ability to apply that knowledge analytically) in the following business
specialization areas: accounting, economics, management, finance, quantitative business analysis,
information systems, finance, marketing; legal and social environment; and international issues.

Measure: Administer Major Field Test & Evaluate Results
Program level Direct - Exam

Details/Description: In the Capstone Course (BA 437), graduating

seniors will take the Major Field Test (MFT).

Criterion for Success: BS/BA students will achieve an average (or better)

"overall" percentile score relative to the national
mean percentile of all participating schools.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester in the capstone course (BA 437), to

be combined into a single AY cohort and analyzed
once a year, in the spring.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 437 faculty will administer the exam and
provide a report to the Program Chairs.

Measure: ERAU Graduating Student Survey (GSS)
Program level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: The GSS is administered each semester to
graduating students. It serves to validate students

perception of learning relating to the ACBSP
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Common Professional Components (11 "program
skill" questions) and 2-3 questions relating to the
student's concentration.

Criterion for Success: 70% of students are expected to select a "very
much," "quite a bit," or "some" for all 11 CPC
program skill questions.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

In the Fall and Spring of each year, as students
prepare to graduate. However, analysis will occur

once a year in the spring upon receipt of results
from IR (Institutional Research).

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Department Chair to collect data, faculty to review

all skills/knowledge areas for which they are
individually responsible.

Measure: External Validation - PBL State Leadership Competition
Program level Direct - Other

Details/Description: Use our External Validation tool which shows

ERAU awards won at the annual PBL State
Leadership Competition, as broken down by ACBSP

Common Professional Component (CPC).

Criterion for Success: When competing against other major academic

institutions in the state, ERAU PBL competitors will
either place 1st, 2nd or 3rd in most competitive

categories. Competition is based on written exams
or externally judged challenges.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Annually, Spring semester

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Following the PBL State Leadership Competition

the PBL Club Advisor will create a final list of
student performances by CPC categories, and

provide it to the Department Chair.

Outcome: PC_BSBA_PO_02 Ethical Reasoning
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Apply business ethics principles and reasoning within a business environment.

Measure: Administer Major Field Test (Legal/Social/Ethics Questions) &
Evaluate Results
Program level Direct - Exam

Details/Description: In the Capstone Course (BA 437), graduating
seniors will take the Major Field Test (MFT). The

exam specifically covers ethical and social issues
under the category, "legal or social environment"

Criterion for Success: On the BS/BA students will achieve an average (or

better) legal or social environment (ethics)
percentile relative to the national mean percentile

of all participating schools.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester in the capstone course (BA 437), to

be combined into a single AY cohort and analyzed
one a year, in the spring.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 437 faculty will administer the exam and

provide a report to the Program Chairs.

Measure: BA 325 Ethics Assessment Assignment
Course level Direct - Exam

Details/Description: An Ethics Assessment Assignment will be

administered to all business students.

Criterion for Success: BS/BA Students will receive a 70% or greater

average score on the BA 325 Ethics Assessment
Assignment.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester, the results will be reported to the

Program Chairs, broken out by degree program
combination.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

All faculty teaching BA 325 and program chairs.
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Measure: Graduating Student Survey - Ethical Issues and Social Responsibility
Program level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: The GSS is administered each semester to
graduating students. It serves to validate students

perception of learning relating to the ACBSP
Common Professional Components (11 "program

skill" questions) including one question relating to
"considering ethical issues and social responsibility

in decision making.".

Criterion for Success: At least 75% of students are expected to select a

"very much," "quite a bit," or "some" for the GSS
question relating to "considering ethical issues and

social responsibility in decision making.".

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

In the Fall and Spring of each year, as students
prepare to graduate. However, analysis will occur

once a year in the spring upon receipt of results
from IR (Institutional Research).

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Department Chair to collect data, faculty to review
all skills/knowledge areas for which they are

individually responsible.

Outcome: PC_BSBA_PO_03 Research and Civic Engagement
Conduct research, apply research analysis to solve business problems, and communicate the results
effectively, for key stakeholders (clients and employers).

Measure: BA 311 Marketing Research Exercise
Course level Direct - Student Artifact

Details/Description: In BA 311, on the first attempt, students will

correctly identify at least one piece of timely and
relevant secondary marketing research (for use in

their Marketing Plans), and properly generate the
matching research citation in APA or MLA style.

(Students are given two attempts). This activity
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occurs following a special marketing research

session, delivered by the Research Librarian.

Criterion for Success: In BA 311 (Marketing), on the first attempt, at least
70% of students will correctly identify at least one

piece of timely and relevant secondary marketing
research, and properly generate the matching

research citation in APA or MLA style. (Students
are given two attempts). This activity occurs

following a special marketing research session,
delivered by the Research Librarian.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester in BA 311.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 311 Instructor will provide the results to the
Program Chairs for analysis.

Measure: Capstone Project Peer Reviews
Course level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: In BA 437, students must conduct peer evaluations
(relating to the capstone consulting job). These are

provided to the instructor.

Criterion for Success: At least 90% of all graduating seniors must receive
a capstone peer review score of at least "7" (on a

scale of 1-10).

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester, in the BA 437 program capstone

course.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 437 instructor administers and collects the
survey.

Measure: Client Evaluations of Student Consulting Teams
Course level Direct - Other

Details/Description: Client Evaluations of Student Consulting Teams
Clients, Faculty and Students associated with the

capstone course (BA436) and the Professional
Consulting Course (BA328).
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Criterion for Success: Clients will perceive the skill of the consulting
teams to be at or better than an average consultant

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

At the conclusion of consulting work, which has
been provided by BS/BA students

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Faculty in charge of the consulting project and

instructor will provide the results to the Program
Chairs for analysis.

Measure: Performance Evaluations - Students in Co-ops/internships
Program level Direct - Other

Details/Description: Employers will complete a university-issued (or
similar) evaluation that rates students in seven

areas of competency.

Criterion for Success: On a scale of 1 to 5 (five highest) the average of the

seven assessed areas will meet or exceed a "3"
(average) for every student who completes an

internship

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

At the conclusion of every BS/BA student co-op or
internship

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Students in Co-ops/internships will request of the
employer an evaluation which upon completion is

forwarded to the University Career Center
Director and the Faculty Advisor.

Outcome: PC_BSBA_PO_04 Critical Thinking
Demonstrate critical thinking skills by weighing key assumptions, conducting quantitative and
qualitative analysis, and defending reasoned solutions.

Measure: BA 332 Critical Thinking Assessment Assignment
Course level Direct - Other
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Details/Description: In BA 332, students will complete a Critical
Thinking Assessment Assignment in which they will

applying financial concepts in the course of a
decision-making process.

Criterion for Success: Business students will score an average of 75% or
greater on the Critical Thinking Assessment

Assignment administered in BA 332.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester in BA 332.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 332 Instructor will provide the results to the
Program Chairs for analysis.

Measure: Graduating Student Survey - Applying Financial Concepts in
Business Decision Making
Program level Indirect - Other

Details/Description: The GSS is administered each semester to
graduating students. It serves to validate student

perception of learning relating to the ACBSP
Common Professional components (11 "program

skill" questions) including one relating to "applying
financial concepts in business decision making."

Criterion for Success: At least 75% of students are expected to select
"very much", "quite a bit" or "some" for the GSS

question relating to "applying financial concepts in
business decision making."

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Every semester as students prepare to graduate.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Department Chair to collect data. Faculty to review

all skills/knowledge areas for which they are
responsible.

Outcome: PC_BSBA_PO_05 Effective Communication
Create a well-written plan on a business topic and deliver a professional presentation.
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Measure: BA 311 Strategic Marketing Plan Creation - Written Skills Assessment
Assignment
Course level Direct - Student Artifact

Details/Description: In BA 311 students are required to create a

Strategic Marketing Plan. They are individually
assessed on their individual written contribution in

submittal of the SMP first eight sections.

Criterion for Success: Students will score an average of 75% or greater on

the Written Skills Assessment Assignment
administered in BA 311.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Administered each semester in BA 311.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

The BA 311 Instructor(s) shall share the SMP

Assessment Assignment results (and artifacts) to
the Program Chairs.

Measure: BA 335 Global Business Presentation - Oral Skills Assessment
Assignment
Course level Direct - Other

Details/Description: In BA 335, students are required to create a Global

Business Country-Specific Presentation . They are

individually assessed on their individual oral

contribution for this presentation.

Criterion for Success: Students will score an average of 75% or greater on

the Oral Skills Assessment Assignment

administered in BA 335.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester in BA 335 International Business.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 335 Instructor shall administer the assessment

and provide the results to the Program Chairs.

Measure: Graduating Student Survey - Applying Marketing Concepts in
Creation of a SMP
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Program level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: The GSS is administered each semester to

graduating students. It serves to validate students

perception of learning relating to the ACBSP

Common Professional Components (11 "program

skill" questions) including one relating to "applying

marketing concepts in the creation of a strategic

marketing plan."

Criterion for Success: At least 75% of students are expected to select a

"very much," "quite a bit," or "some" for the GSS

question relating to "applying marketing concepts

in the creation of a strategic marketing plan".

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

In the Fall and Spring of each year, as students

prepare to graduate. However, analysis will occur

once a year in the spring upon receipt of results

from IR (Institutional Research).

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Department Chair to collect data, faculty to review

all skills/knowledge areas for which they are

individually responsible.

Outcome: PC_BSBA_PO_06 Management Concentration Competency
Demonstrate above-average subject matter expertise in the management concentration competency
area.

Measure: BS/BA - Management Assessment Assignment
Course level Direct - Student Artifact

Details/Description: BS/BA-Management students will complete an

Assessment Assignment directly aligned with their

declared Area of Concentration.

Criterion for Success: BS/BA - Management students will score at 75% or

greater in BA 341 Global Logistics and Supply

Chain Management Assessment Assignment
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Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each year in the course listed above.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Faculty teaching BA 341 will administer the

assessment assignment. Student performance

information is provided to the Program Chair.

Measure: GSS for BS/BA - Management
Program level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: The GSS is administered each semester to

graduating students. It serves to validate students

perception of learning relating to the ACBSP

Common Professional Components (11 "program

skill" questions) and two concentration specific

questions regarding BS/BA-Management.

Criterion for Success: At least 75% of students are expected to select a

"strongly agree," or "agree" for the four GSS
concentration questions relating to their BS/BA-

Management education at ERAU.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

In the Fall and Spring of each year, as students

prepare to graduate. However, analysis will occur

once a year in the spring upon receipt of results

from IR (Institutional Research).

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Department Chair to collect data, faculty to review
all skills/knowledge areas for which they are

individually responsible.

Measure: MFT Exam for BS/BA - Management
Program level Direct - Exam

Details/Description: In the Capstone Course (BA 437), graduating

seniors take the Major Field Test (MFT). The exam

covers 11 CPC areas including Management.

Criterion for Success: BS/BA-Management students will score 10% above

the national percentile relative to the national mean

percentile of all participating schools in the

"management"
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Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester in the capstone course (BA 437), to

be combined into a single AY cohort and analyzed

one a year, in the spring.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 437 faculty will administer the exam and

provide a report to the Program Chairs.

Outcome: PC_BSBA_PO_07 Finance Concentration Competency
Demonstrate above-average subject matter expertise in the finance concentration competency area.

Measure: BS/BA - Finance Assessment Assignment
Course level Direct - Student Artifact

Details/Description: BS/BA - Finance students will complete an

Assessment Assignment directly aligned with their

declared Area of Concentration.

Criterion for Success: All BS/BA - Finance students will score an average

of 75% or greater on the BA 342 International

Finance Assessment Assignment. 

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each year in the courses listed above.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Faculty teaching BA 342 will administer the

assessment assignment. Student performance

information is provided to the Program Chair.

Measure: GSS for BS/BA - Finance
Program level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: The GSS is administered each semester to

graduating students. It serves to validate students

perception of learning relating to the ACBSP

Common Professional Components (11 "program

skill" questions) and two concentration specific
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questions regarding Financial Management.

Criterion for Success: At least 75% of students are expected to select a

"strongly agree," or "agree" for the four GSS

concentration questions relating to their BS/BA-

Finance education at ERAU.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

In the Fall and Spring of each year, as students

prepare to graduate. However, analysis will occur

once a year in the spring upon receipt of results

from IR (Institutional Research).

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Department Chair to collect data, faculty to review

all skills/knowledge areas for which they are

individually responsible.

Measure: MFT Exam for BS/BA - Finance
Program level Direct - Exam

Details/Description: In the Capstone Course (BA 437), graduating

seniors take the Major Field Test (MFT). The exam

covers 11 CPC areas including Finance.

Criterion for Success: BS/BA-Finance students will score 10% above the

national percentile relative to the national mean

percentile of all participating schools in the

"finance" CPC area.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester in the capstone course (BA 437), to

be combined into a single AY cohort and analyzed

one a year, in the spring.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 437 faculty will administer the exam and

provide a report to the Program Chairs.

Outcome: PC_BSBA_PO_08 Accounting Concentration Competency
Demonstrate above-average subject matter expertise in the accounting concentration competency area
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Measure: BS/BA - Accounting Assessment Assignment
Course level Direct - Student Artifact

Details/Description: BS/BA - Accounting students will successfully

complete an Accounting Assessment Assignment.

Criterion for Success: BS/BA - Accounting students will score an average

of 75% or greater on the Accounting Assessment

Assignment in BA 439.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each year in the courses listed above.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Faculty teaching BA 439 administer the assessment

assignment. Student performance information is

provided to Program Chairs.

Measure: GSS for BS/BA - Accounting
Program level Indirect - Survey

Details/Description: The GSS is administered each semester to

graduating students. It serves to validate students

perception of learning relating to the ACBSP

Common Professional Components (11 "program

skill" questions) and two concentration specific

questions regarding Accounting.

Criterion for Success: At least 75% of students are expected to select a

"strongly agree" or "agree" for the four GSS

concentration questions relating to their BS/BA -

Accounting education at ERAU.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

In the Fall and Spring of each year, as students

prepare to graduate. However, analysis will occur

once a year in the spring upon receipt of results

from IR (Institutional Research).

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

Department Chair to collect data, faculty to review

all skills/knowledge areas for which they are

individually responsible.

Measure: MFT Exam for BS/BA-Accounting
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Program level Direct - Exam

Details/Description: In the Capstone Course (BA 437), graduating BS/BA

seniors take the Major Field Test (MFT). The exam

covers 11 CPC areas including Accounting.

Criterion for Success: BS/BA-Accounting students will score 10% above

the national percentile relative to the national mean

percentile of all participating schools in the

"accounting" CPC area.

Timeframe of Data
Collection:

Each semester in the capstone course (BA 437), to

be combined into a single AY cohort and analyzed

one a year, in the spring.

Key/Responsible
Personnel:

BA 437 faculty will administer the exam and

provide a report to the Program Chairs.
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